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ABSTRACT 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF MRNA-MIRNA INTERACTION 

Surajit Bhattacharya, MS 

George Mason University, 2013 

Thesis Director: Dr. Daniel N. Cox 

 

The basic concept of our web tool is to develop an integrative analysis of target 

prediction together with miRNA and gene expression data obtained from microarray data 

of Drosophila. The web tool can be broadly classified into two parts:  Query Section and 

Analysis Section. The Query Section allows users to retrieve and browse different target 

prediction databases including PITA, Miranda and TargetScan.  The Analysis Section 

depends upon the statistical approach to predicting the miRNA-mRNA targets. The 

statistical part can be broadly classified into three components: A) The parametric 

(Pearson) correlation), B) Distance Correlation and C) Brownian Covariance. Statistical 

calculation was done in R. The graphical representation of the interaction would be 

obtained by ggplot, an R package.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Messenger RNA or mRNA is a molecule of RNA which plays a major role in the protein 

synthesis. The main function of mRNA is to transfer the genetic material from DNA, to 

the ribosome for protein synthesis, where the genetic material templates carried by the 

messengers are converted into amino acids, which are the basic backbones of the 

polypeptide chain. Messenger RNAs in eukaryotes are primarily monocistronic (carries 

code for one polypeptide) [1].  Thus, mRNA plays an important part in protein synthesis, 

and inhibiting the function of the mRNA also would affect the protein synthesis. 

Degradation of mRNA generally happens due to various factors, here we will focus on 

one of these factors, Gene Silencing [1]. Gene Silencing is basically an epigenetic 

process of genetic regulation, which actually “switches off” or inhibits the function of the 

gene.  Gene Silencing affects developmental timing in some of the organisms. It is also 

used as protection against invading RNA viruses and to control against the activity of 

transposons [1]. 

 

The main initiator of degradation or silencing of mRNA is generally done by small 

RNAs, including small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and microRNAs (miRNAs). These 

small RNAs play critical roles during development and in some cases these molecules 

regulate the expression of temporal RNAs. Hundreds of miRNAs have been identified in 
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higher eukaryotes. The initial transcript of the miRNA (primary miRNA or pri-miRNA), 

can be more than a hundred nucleotides, and undergoes capping and adenylation as with 

all other Pol II transcripts (2).  The mature miRNA is a 60-80 nucleotide stem loop 

structure within the pri-miRNA (2).  At first the hairpin structure is excised in the 

nucleus, which gives rise to pre-miRNA. This is transferred to the cytoplasm where it is 

cleaved by a RNAase III enzyme (Dicer). The loops of the hairpin are removed by Dicer, 

to form short duplexes of miRNA:miRNA* (20-25 nucleotides in length) (2).  During the 

assembly of the RNA-induced silencing complex, one strand of the duplex is loaded, 

while the other part (complementary miRNA*) is degraded.  The other strand of the 

duplex miRNA is transferred to the target mRNA(s) on the miRNA responsive site of the 

3’-UTR (untranslated region), leading to inhibition of the mRNA or translational 

inhibition (2). 

 

The mRNA-miRNA interaction is an important phenomenon. It regulates various 

functions like cell differentiation, proliferation, growth, mobility or apoptosis (3). 

miRNAs regulate the target mRNA and manage the production of the final protein output 

[3]. Deregulation of the miRNA pathway has been linked to the pathogenesis of various 

genetic and multi-factorial diseases, and is implicated in many human cancers [3].  

Perfect complementarity of the mRNA-miRNA complex leads to mRNA cleavage, while 

imperfect base pairing leads to translational repression (2). As a given miRNA can have 

multiple mRNA targets, it can be easily deduced that this post-transcriptional regulatory 

mechanism is highly complex. 
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The identification of miRNA targets can be explored by biochemical, genetic, or 

computational methodologies. Although the computational method is in wide use for the 

identification of miRNA targets, the biochemical and genetic processes of identification 

are the most important with respect to elucidating the biological process of interest.  

 

Statistical analysis has been a vital source of information in studies of biological 

significance. To understand the anti-correlation relationship between relation between 

miRNA and mRNA target genes, various parametric and non-parametric statistical 

methods can be used including, Pearson Correlation, Brownian Covariance and Distance 

Correlation. The Pearson Correlation (also known as Pearson’s Product Moment 

Correlation) is a technique of calculating the degree of linear relationship between two 

datasets. The value of correlation may range from +1 to -1.  The positive 1 (+1) value for 

the r (Pearson correlation coefficient), signifies that there is a perfect positive relationship 

between the variables, a 0 value for r, signifies no linear relationship, while a negative 1(-

1), signifies negative linear relationship [4]. Other statistical methods used to determine 

the correlation are Distance Correlation and Distance Covariance (also known as 

Brownian Covariance), which are analogous to the product moment covariance and 

correlation, but generalize and extend classical bivariate measure of dependence. 

Distance correlation allows for the measurement of statistical dependence between two 

random variables or vectors that are not necessarily equivalent in dimension.  The 

Brownian covariance can be defined when population distance covariance coincides with 
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covariance with respect to Brownian motion. Brownian covariance is the natural 

extension of product moment covariance [5]. 

 

Many bioinformatics tools have been developed to actually predict the mRNA targets for 

the corresponding miRNAs, as this is a vital source in understanding diseases like cancer. 

Bioinformatics tools use different techniques to actually predict the targets. For some 

tools, the algorithms are based on sequence search similarity, possibly considering target 

site evolutionary conservation (tools like miRanda, TargetScan and PicTar) [3]. Other 

algorithms are based on the thermodynamic stability of RNA-RNA duplex, considering 

free energy minimization (tools like RNA hybrid and PITA) [3]. However, most of these 

software algorithms are not highly accurate due to a significant fraction of false 

positivity, caused by limited comprehension of molecular bases of miRNA-target pairing 

and context dependency on post-transcriptional regulation [3].  With advanced 

experimental evidence of miRNA mechanisms of target degradation, target predictions 

approaches that incorporate anti-correlation analyses of  miRNA and gene expression 

profiles from the same tissue or cell type have been proposed to predict functional 

mRNA-miRNA relationship [3]. Moreover, as it is experimentally observed that miRNAs 

tend to down-regulate the activity or expression of the target mRNA, it can be very well 

proposed that mRNA and miRNA are anti-correlated in nature.  Integrative analyses are 

done by performing various statistical methods like Bayesian model, non-heuristic 

methods, etc. 
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Target Prediction tools; use a number of algorithms and statistical techniques to predict 

the targets. However, these processes are not easily understandable by experimentalists. 

In addition, integrative analysis of miRNA and gene expression profiles are complicated 

by the many-to-many relationship that exists between a given miRNA and its target 

mRNAs [3].  

 

Web tools like mirGator [6] and the Diana-micro T [7] web server, help in the 

clarification of biological pathways, processes and functions through integration of target 

predictions with information from different genes, functional, and protein databases.  

Another web tool MMIA [8], integrates miRNA and mRNA data using significantly up-

regulated and down-regulated data only, not taking into consideration the whole 

expression profile, making it inefficient in the calculation of the whole genome 

expression anti-correlation degree.  Another tool MAGIA(3), is a novel tool which 

integrates target prediction and gene expression profile using Statistical tests like 

correlations and Bayesian methods, for matched or un-matched expression profiles, using 

miRNA-mRNA bipartite network reconstruction, gene functional enrichment and 

pathway annotation for results browsing. However, this tool is only for use with human 

gene expression data [3].  

 

Our bioinformatic tool MIAMI, is based upon miRNA-mRNA target prediction tool, 

MAGIA. The web tool can be broadly classified into two parts:  Query Section and 

Analysis Section. The Query Section allows users to retrieve and browse different target 
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prediction databases including PITA, Miranda and TargetScan. The second part of the 

tool is dedicated to the analysis part of the tool which is the statistical analysis of the gene 

expression data which is given as input. It uses different statistical methods, including 

parametric correlation and Distance correlation methods to generate miRNA-mRNA 

networks.  As a proof of principle, we have used class-specific mRNA and miRNA gene 

expression profile dataset derived from three distinct sensory neuron subclasses (Class I, 

III and IV) of the Drosophila melanogaster peripheral nervous system.  The Cox 

Laboratory uses these neurons as a model system to dissect the molecular regulatory 

underpinnings of dendrite morphogenesis and has applied a systems neuroscience 

approach to characterize these neurons at the genome and miRNome levels. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

1. Data Set:  The entire target database, required for the prediction, has been 

developed using the data obtained from individual databases of the algorithms concerned 

(Miranda, PITA, and TargetScan). This data has been stored in a MySQL database. The 

list of intra-genic genes have been obtained from the Astridesearch database. For the 

intra-genic database we have obtained the microarray database of Gene Expression 

Omnibus (GEO). The datasets are obtained for Drosophila melanogaster only. Data 

obtained from GEO are primarily from the Agilent and Affymetrix array platforms, and 

all expression values are in log values and normalized. The data extraction and mining 

has been done using R and Ruby. 

2. Statistical Methods: The statistical methods used here are Pearson correlation 

[4,9], Distance correlation [5,10] and Brownian Covariance [6,10].   

a) Pearson Correlation:  

The Pearson product moment correlation (which is denoted by r or ρ), can be defined as 

the correlation (linear dependence) between 2 variables X and Y giving a value between 

±1. A correlation value of zero defines that there is no linear dependence between the 2 

variables. 

Pearson correlation can be mathematically defined as the covariance of the 2 variables 

defined by the product of the standard deviation.  It was developed by Karl Pearson in 
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1895, and it is a dimensionless index and is invariant t the linear transformation of either 

of the variables.[17] 

 

The formula of the Pearson Correlation can be defined as in Equation 1, where σ stands 

for the sd and µ stands for the mean. 

 

 

Equation 1 Formula for the Pearson Correlation (courtesy: Wikipedia.com) 
 

The value of Pearson correlation value greater than 0 but less than equal to +1 (0<r≤+1), 

denotes that the two variables are positively correlated, i.e. with increase in variable 1 

there is also an increase in variable 2. A negative correlation occurs, when the correlation 

value is less than 0 but greater than -1 (0>r≥-1), i.e. with decrease in value of variable 1, 

there is an increase in value of variable 2 [15]. 

The Pearson correlation coefficient tries to draw a line of best fit through data of two 

variables. The coefficient value r denotes how much far the data points are from the best 

fit. So a correlation value of +1 or -1, means that the data points are in the line of best fit, 

i.e. all the data points are in the line of best fit, and there is no variation in the data. An 

higher value near the two ends (e.g. r=0.8 or r=-0.4) means that the variation is along the 

line of the best fit, whereas an lower r value near 0 (e.g. r=0.1 or r=-0.2), means that the 

data point have a huge variation along the line of best fit. 
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The code of the Pearson correlation is done in R and below is the code to fetch the 

correlation coefficient. 

cor(x,y,use="everything",method="pearson") 

where x and y are the data variables, use=”everything”, means we can compute the 

correlation even in the absence of any value and method=”pearson” means that we are 

using the Pearson method.  

In the context of this paper we are interested more in the negative correlation as with the 

increase in expression of the miRNA there is a decrease in the expression of the target 

mRNA(s). 

b) Distance Correlation: Distance correlation can be defined as a measurement of 

statistical dependence between 2 random variables or vectors of arbitrary, not necessarily 

equal dimensions. Classical Pearson correlation and covariance primarily consider the 

linear dependence between the 2 random variables, and correlation coefficient ρ =0 is 

equivalent to linear independence. For multivariate cases there might exist a non-linear or 

non-monotone dependence which cannot be measured by classical correlation methods 

[5]. 

The distance correlation function (R) for 2 variable X and Y, can be thus defined as  

i) R(X,Y) is defined for X and Y in arbitrary direction. 

ii) R(X,Y)=0 characterizes independence of X and Y. 

Distance correlation satisfies 0≤R≤1 and R=0, only if X and Y are independent [5]. 
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The formula for Distance correlation for two-variable is obtained by dividing distance 

covariance and the product of distance standard deviation [5]. The formula is described in 

Equation 2  below.  

                                      

                    Equation 2. Distance correlation (courtesy: wikipedia.com) 

 

The defination of distance covariance of 2 random variables X and Y is defined as the 

square root of weighted integral of the squared covariance between all possible random 

variables [5]. 

Defination of Distance Standard deviation is the square root of distance variance [5]. 

Distance variance is a special case of Distance covariance where the 2 variables are 

identical [5]. 

The Distance correlation function is present in the energy package of R [10], and can be 

code for the same is: 

library(energy) 

dcor(x,y) 

The library(energy) function calls the library containing the distance covariance 

function and dcor is the function itself; x and y are the random variables which are the 

inputs to the function. 

c) Brownian Covariance: Brownian covariance can be described as an alternative 

formulation to produce an indirect relationship between distance correlation and 

Pearson’s product moment correlation, for a bivariate [5].  Brownian covariance W(X,Y) 
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is based on the Brownian motion or Weiner’s process for random variables [5]. The 

Brownian covariance is independent if, and only if, W(X,Y)=0 [5]. The greater the value 

for Brownian covariance, the greater is the dependence. 

The Brownian covariance is equal to distance covariance. By replacing the random 

Brownian motion with a non-random function ID, we get the Brownian motion is equal 

to the Pearson correlation [5]. 

The code for Brownian covariance is in the energy package of R and code for the same 

is: 

dcov (x,y) 

where x and y are random variable vectors. 

3. Graphical representations has been done using ggplot2 package of R [18,19]. It is 

based on the grammar of graphics and has a huge range of options for drawing various 

graphs and also the usage of legends [18,19]. 
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RESULTS 

1. Intragenic gene list: The intragenic genes, in Drosophila melanogaster are 67 in 

number. Among these 67 genes, we were only able to find 57 genes (mRNA) which were 

in our Microarray Dataset (Agilent microarray Dataset obtained from our lab). The 

corresponding miRNA list was also obtained and the mRNA and miRNA were classified, 

according to the three distinct sensory neuron subclasses (Class I, III & IV) under 

investigation.  We performed three statistical tests on this data set (Pearson correlation, 

Distance Correlation and Brownian Covariance) to obtain a relationship between the 

expression values of miRNA and mRNA target genes. The correlation value, thus 

obtained, had a significantly large value for all the 3 tests, revealing a strong positive 

correlation between intragenic miRNA gene expression and host gene expression.  

2.  miRNA and mRNA interaction: The first step in the target prediction of miRNA-

mRNA regulatory control is understanding the relationship between the expression 

values. Instead of the expression values of the miRNA, we consider the intragenic 

mRNA’s expression values.  This is done, in part, to increase the (n) value of 

comparative gene expression profiles analyzed since there is considerably more available 

mRNA expression data, than miRNA expression data in the GEO/array express 

databases. The extraction of the data and the statistical analysis of the data is done using 

the R software package. The analysis and conversion of the correlation coefficient into 
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percentiles are done in Ruby and graphical representation was done using ggplot2 

package in R. The graphs obtained from the data gives an overview of the interaction of 

one mRNA with all the miRNAs (or intragenic mRNAs) across all the microarray 

experiments done for Drosophila melanogaster. For this analysis, we have only 

considered those data which are obtained from the Affymetrix microarray platform only. 

The graphs contain the data analysis of the 3 separate statistical analysis viz. Brownian 

Covariance (represented by red color), Distance Correlation (represented by blue) and 

Pearson Correlation (by Blue color). We randomly selected a few mRNA-miRNA pairs 

to do this part of the experiment.  

 

As seen below in Figure 1, the graphical representation between probe id 144103_at and 

143508_at is depicted. The gconvert function of gProfiler is then used to convert the 

Affymetrix probe id 144103_at to its corresponding gene name, (CG8910) (Fig.2). The 

gene name (or mRNA) is then searched in the intragenic gene list and the corresponding 

intragenic miRNA is deduced (dme-mir-990) (Fig.3). On checking the query section of 

MIAMI, (http://binf.gmu.edu/sbhatta3/query_mirna.html) (Fig. 4) by selecting the 

databases (TargetScan, Pita and Miranda) with dme-mir-990 as an input we are able to 

deduce that one of the targets is sim, which is the gene name for the probe id 143508_at 

found by gProfiler function[12,13].  By checking the 3 target databases we also find out 

that this miRNA-mRNA pair is present in all the 3 databases, thus confirming that they 

are Target-Host pairs. 

http://binf.gmu.edu/sbhatta3/query_mirna.html
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We also had a look into another miRNA-mRNA pair for the same miRNA. The pair gave 

(144103-143239_at) (Fig.  5).  On searching the MIAMI database for this data (after 

conversion of the mRNA, in gProfiler, we find it to correspond to the gene, LSP2), we 

find that it is not a statistically confident target for the miRNA, according to the 3 target 

databases. 

The same process was repeated for a few pairs of miRNA-mRNA target pairs as proof of 

principle. The pairs found are miRNA (dme-mir-959) and the mRNA are mbl and RPL26. 

We find that mbl is a statistically confident target, whereas as RPL26 is not (following the 

earlier steps) (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7).  Another miRNA-mRNA pair data are shown in Fig. 8 

and Fig. 9.  The miRNA here is dme-mir-984 and mRNA is CG31530 (which matches 

the Target databases) and mRNA CG8661 (which does not match the Target databases).    
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Figures

 

Figure 1: Graphical representation of 3 Statistical tests between dme-mir-990 (miRNA probe id 144103_at) and sim 

(mRNA Probe id 143508_at). The statistical tests are Brownian (red color in the legend), Distance (Green) and Pearson 

(Blue). The y-axis represents the ranking percentile, which is the percentile rank calculated for a single miRNA-mRNA 

pair in comparison to all other miRNA-mRNA pairs in a single experiment. The x-axis represents all microarray 

experiments available for D. melanogaster in the GEO database. This pair is also predicted in the 3 target prediction 

databases for miRNA-mRNA viz. TargetScan, Miranda and Pita. 
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Figure 2: gProfiler web tool is used to fetch the mRNA name for a given probe ID. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3: Identification of the intragenic miRNAs, for a given mRNA using the intragenic list. 
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Figure 4: Finding the corresponding target mRNAs for the miRNA using our MIAMI web tool. A database search is 

made across the three databases (PITA, TargetScan and Miranda). 
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 Figure 5: Graphical representation of 3 statistical tests between dme-mir-990 (probe id-144103) and LSP2 (probe id-

143239). The 3 tests are Brownian (red), Distance (green) and Pearson (Blue). The y axis is ranking percentile, which 

is the percentile rank (with respect to the correlation), for a single miRNA-mRNA pair in comparison to all other 

miRNA-mRNA pairs in an experiment. The x-axis represents all the Experiments for D. melanogaster in the GEO 

database. This miRNA-Target pair was not found in the 3 target  prediction for miRNA-mRNA viz. TargetScan, 

Miranda and Pita. 
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 Figure 6: Graphical representation of 3 Statistical tests between dme-mir-959 (miRNA probe id 151413_at) and mbl 

(mRNA Probe id 147360_at). The statistical tests are Brownian (red), Distance (green) and Pearson (blue). The y-axis 

represents the ranking percentile, which is the percentile rank calculated for a single miRNA-mRNA pair in 

comparison to all other miRNA-mRNA pairs in a single experiment. The x-axis represents all microarray experiments 

available for D. melanogaster in the GEO database. This pair is also predicted in the 3 target prediction databases for 

miRNA-mRNA viz. TargetScan, Miranda and Pita. 
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Figure 7: Graphical representation of 3 Statistical tests between dme-mir-959 (miRNA probe id 151413_at) and 

RPL26 (mRNA Probe id 149019_at). The statistical tests are Brownian (red), Distance (green) and Pearson (blue). The 

y-axis represents the ranking percentile, which is the percentile rank calculated for a single miRNA-mRNA pair in 

comparison to all other miRNA-mRNA pairs in a single experiment. The x-axis represents all microarray experiments 

available for D. melanogaster in the GEO database. This pair is not predicted in the 3 target prediction databases for 

miRNA-mRNA viz. TargetScan, Miranda and Pita. 
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Figure 8: Graphical representation of 3 Statistical tests between dme-mir-984 (miRNA probe id 144476_at) and 

CG31530 (mRNA Probe id 149292_at). The statistical tests are Brownian (red), Distance (green) and Pearson (blue). 

The y-axis represents the ranking percentile, which is the percentile rank calculated for a single miRNA-mRNA pair in 

comparison to all other miRNA-mRNA pairs in a single experiment. The x-axis represents all microarray experiments 

available for D. melanogaster in the GEO database. This pair is predicted in the 3 target prediction databases for 

miRNA-mRNA viz. TargetScan, Miranda and Pita. 
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Figure 9: Graphical representation of 3 Statistical tests between dme-mir-984 (miRNA probe id 144476_at) and 

CG8661 (mRNA Probe id 145243_at). The statistical tests are Brownian (red), Distance (green) and Pearson (blue). 

The y-axis represents the ranking percentile, which is the percentile rank calculated for a single miRNA-mRNA pair in 

comparison to all other miRNA-mRNA pairs in a single experiment. The x-axis represents all microarray experiments 

available for D. melanogaster in the GEO database. This pair is not predicted in the 3 target prediction databases for 

miRNA-mRNA viz. TargetScan, Miranda and Pita. 
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Figure 10: Graphical representation of 3 Statistical tests between dme-mir-990 (miRNA probe id 144103_at) and plexA 

(mRNA Probe id 153857_at). The statistical tests are Brownian (red), Distance (green) and Pearson (blue). The y-axis 

represents the ranking percentile, which is the percentile rank calculated for a single miRNA-mRNA pair in 

comparison to all other miRNA-mRNA pairs in a single experiment. The x-axis represents all microarray experiments 

available for D. melanogaster in the GEO database. This pair is predicted in the 3 target prediction databases for 

miRNA-mRNA viz. TargetScan, Miranda and Pita. 
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Figure 11: Graphical representation of 3 Statistical tests between dme-mir-984 (miRNA probe id 144476_at) and 

Lectin-21CB (mRNA Probe id 145542_at). The statistical tests are Brownian (red), Distance (green) and Pearson 

(blue). The y-axis represents the ranking percentile, which is the percentile rank calculated for a single miRNA-mRNA 

pair in comparison to all other miRNA-mRNA pairs in a single experiment. The x-axis represents all microarray 

experiments available for D. melanogaster in the GEO database. This pair is not predicted in the 3 target prediction 

databases for miRNA-mRNA viz. TargetScan, Miranda and Pita 
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DISCUSSION 

The target prediction for miRNAs is one of the most important aspects in 

understanding their epigenetic functions in an organism. The usage of intragenic 

miRNAs to understand target prediction has successfully been utilized in HOCTAR 

(Host Gene Oppositely Correlated Targets) [12]. Based on earlier findings by Tsang 

et.al., 2007, it is evident that a miRNA host gene (mRNA) can be used as the proxy 

for the miRNA expression. It was stated by the HOCTAR team [12], that the 

expression behavior of the miRNA host gene is inversely correlated to the targets of 

the miRNA host gene. Thus an increase in expression levels of host gene (mRNA) of 

a particular miRNA, decreases the expression value of its Target mRNA. 

We used this same logic to deduce the relationship between the target mRNA and 

intragenic miRNA. Using the intragenic miRNA list in the 

http://intragenic.astridresearch.com/intragenic/ website, we got the miRNA and 

mRNA list and got the corresponding expression values from our own microarray 

datasets. Three statistical tests were performed individually on this dataset, which was 

separated according to the classes viz. Class I, III and IV. These tests gave a high 

correlation value strongly indicating that the intragenic miRNAs were correlated with 

the host gene expression values. This was quality control measure to determine 

whether the statistical tests we were using actually predicted the point that the  

http://intragenic.astridresearch.com/intragenic/
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miRNA-mRNA pair selected were correlated to each other. This only enhanced the 

point that the intragenic miRNA in our list gave a statistically significant expression 

value. 

The next step was to deduce the relationship between the intragenic mRNA and 

Target mRNA across all the microarrays of Drosophila melanogaster. We 

downloaded all the microarrays using ArrayExpress 

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/), using the scripting language Ruby. The 

downloaded data were only from GEO database. The query used in ArrayExpress was 

E-GEOD-*, where * signified the accession number for the particular experiments. 

The chosen experiments are only from the Agilent and Affymetrix microarray 

platforms. 

 

The coding for deducing the statistical relationship between the Host and the Target is 

done in R. The first part of the code reads in a microarray file and converts the probe 

ids into their corresponding gene names, using a modified gConvert function of 

gProfiler [12,13]. In the next step, using the concept of hashmap[14], a gene name 

and expression value pair is made. The expression value actually is an array of log 

ratios from all the assays in a given experiment. 

 

The next step is to identify the intragenic mRNA in the expression array, using the 

pattern matching function grep[9] in R, and identify the corresponding expression 

value arrays. A statistical analysis is then done between each of the 57 intragenic 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/
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gene’s expression values with the other non-intragenic mRNAs.  The results are 

stored in separate files in accordance with the host name. The data is stored in the 

format : Host Name_Target Name and Correlation value. The correlation values are 

sorted in an ascending order. 

 

A scoring system is then formulated, which actually converts the sorted out Host –

Target pair into a percentile rank in accordance with the experiments. A graph is 

drawn for each Host-Target pair across all the experiments to visualize the Host-

Target pair having the highest percentile score. Targets with higher scores are then 

sorted out and compared with Targets identified by known Target prediction 

algorithms to predict the targets. 

 

Here we discuss a few of the graphical representations obtained. For Figure 1, the 

most significant feature of the graphical representation seems to be the higher 

representation of the Distance correlation lines (green) as the percentile rank scores 

for miRNA-mRNA pairs. Another interesting observation seems to be that in most of 

the cases there seems to be a relation between the linear correlation (Pearson’s) and 

the non-linear (Distance correlation). The percentile scores for most of the 

experiments seem to be near the same value for both of these cases. Some of the 

experiments show a greater Pearson value than the Distance correlation which proves 

the point that in a bivariate normal case (function having two variables), it can be 

implied that the R (Distance correlation) is a deterministic function of the Pearson 
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correlation (ρ), and R(X,Y)≤ ρ(X,Y), where  ρ=±1 [5,20].  In some of the experiments  

there seems to be greater distance correlation values compared to Pearson, this can be 

for the simple reason that we are plotting the percentage correlation for each 

experiment and for that particular experiment the percentile score of Pearson might be 

smaller compared to distance correlation. Also there are scenarios in which it is 

observed that Pearson correlation is 0, whereas Distance correlation and Brownian 

covariance has greater than 0 values. This shows that although linear correlation (or 

dependence) might not exist between the 2 samples, there is a non-linear or non-

monotonous dependence which exists [5]. The other significant feature of this pair is 

that it can be found in all the 3 Target databases, thus illustrating the fact that with 

higher prominence of Distance correlation and Pearson correlation values, we can 

more confidently predict them to be Target-Host Pairs.  

 

For Fig. 5, on investigating the graph we find a common pattern across the whole 

graph, i.e. the peaks for Brownian covariance are higher compared to distance 

correlation and Pearson correlation. The other 2 points as seen in Fig. 1 (i.e. Pearson 

correlation=0 for some cases and Pearson correlation nearly equal to Distance 

correlation) seem to exist in this case, but it seems that there are some cases where the 

difference is huge between the 2 statistical tests, thus illustrating the point that the 

percentile scores gives us a better understanding of the miRNA in relation to its 

respective percentile score in the particular experiment. 
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For Figs. 6-9, the graphical representation follows almost the same pattern as Fig. 1 

and Fig. 5, although the difference between the Distance correlation and Brownian 

covariance are not as extreme as observed in previous cases. 

 

Based upon our analyses to date, we can deduce that the Distance correlation is a 

better statistical method than the other two for prediction of the targets, but it might 

be a bit early to come to any definitive conclusions. For the mRNA-miRNA pair 

(dme-mir-990 & plexA), there is a prominence of the Brownian statistics peaks, 

although it is a target as per the 3 target prediction databases (Fig.10).  Similarly, for 

the mRNA-miRNA pair (dme-mir-984 & LECTIN-21CB), although the Pearson and 

the Distance correlation give better scores compared to the Brownian covariance 

percentile score, this pairing is not found in any of the 3 databases (Fig. 11).  As such, 

these predictions require further investigation in the wet lab to have a better 

understanding of such cases. 
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CONCLUSION 

The statistical methods used in MIAMI tool analyses enable the identification of the 

linear relationship (Pearson) [4], as well as the non-linear relationship (Distance 

Correlation and Brownian Covariance) [5,6] between the Host-Target genes.  The 

major limitation with the different target prediction algorithms are that they depend 

on separate entities to understand the Host-Target relationship. Some depend on 

target site evolutionary conservation (miRanda, TargetScan and PicTar) [3], while 

others depend upon the thermodynamic stability of RNA-RNA duplex, considering 

free energy minimization (RNA hybrid and PITA) [3]. Our tool uses expression 

values to understand the Target-Host relationship and then uses the various Target 

prediction software in understanding whether the Targets are statistical confident 

prediction in other algorithms too, making it a more robust approach overall. 
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FUTURE WORK 

Although we have deduced a method to understand the statistical relationship 

between the 2 entities (miRNA-mRNA), we need to deduce a better model to understand 

the system’s non-linear approach, for not only the intragenic genes, but also the non-

intragenic genes. We would also like to extend the MIAMI tool beyond Drosophila 

melanogaster.  A particularly interesting area would be the extension to important disease 

vectors such as Anopheles (mosquitoes) which share high degree of sequence 

conservation with Drosophila.  Moreover, we would like to ultimately extend the tool to 

likewise incorporate analyses focused on chordates, particularly Mus musculus (mouse) 

which would allow for searching for common targets among multiple species where 

evoluationary conservation of miRNA and target genes exists.    
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                                                   APPENDIX-I (CODES) 

1. Code for getting the results of the  3 statistical tests. 

#install.packages("hash_2.2.3.tar.gz",lib=".") 

library("hash") 

library("energy") 

library("bitops") 

library("RCurl") 

library("plyr") 

 

# Reading in the file and writing out the  

#gene and id from gconvert() and putting the output  

#into hash 

#indir = 

"/Network/Servers/fileserver.binf.gmu.edu/userhomes/students/sbhatta3/Processed_Fi

vePlusData/FivePlus/" 

print(getwd()) 

file_list = c("E-GEOD-12076-processed-data-1778235193", "E-GEOD-12332-

processed-data-1697000364", "E-GEOD-1344-processed-data-1439909497", "E-
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GEOD-14287-processed-data-1764656512", "E-GEOD-14516-processed-data-

1751075665", "E-GEOD-14531-processed-data-1721506767", "E-GEOD-15092-

processed-data-1742595175", "E-GEOD-15466-processed-data-1754164185", "E-

GEOD-15584-processed-data-1797702081", "E-GEOD-16152-processed-data-

1762020170", "E-GEOD-1690-processed-data-1441072266", "E-GEOD-17685-

processed-data-1791867481", "E-GEOD-1790-processed-data-1626820158", "E-

GEOD-1846-processed-data-1626243493", "E-GEOD-18502-processed-data-

1833531014", "E-GEOD-18576-processed-data-1824885430", "E-GEOD-19984-

processed-data-2194923094", "E-GEOD-2422-processed-data-1626311820", "E-

GEOD-2623-processed-data-1440952682", "E-GEOD-2780-processed-data-

1532496862", "E-GEOD-2783-processed-data-1528598811", "E-GEOD-2784-

processed-data-1531644814", "E-GEOD-2828-processed-data-1441097230", "E-

GEOD-3055-processed-data-1441087156", "E-GEOD-3057-processed-data-

1528593381", "E-GEOD-3060-processed-data-1528591157", "E-GEOD-3069-

processed-data-1530541342") 

for(myfile in 1:length(file_list)){ 

 print(paste(file_list[myfile],".txt.clean",sep="")) 

 dir.create(file_list[myfile]) 

 outdir = file_list[myfile] 

 r<-read.table(paste(file_list[myfile],".txt.clean",sep=""), sep="\t", skip=1, 

header=TRUE) 

 print(dim(r)) 
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 source("gProfileR_new.r") 

 y<-r[,1] 

 print("Running GProfiler") 

 q<-gconvert(y) 

 k<-hash() 

 s<-unname(q$.id) 

 t<-unname(q$Target) 

 .set(k,keys=t,values=s) 

 #Inserting the data of probeids 

 #and expression values as hashmaps 

 #y<-r$Composite_Element_REF 

 print("Inserting data probes") 

 co<-hash() 

 h<-names(r) 

 d<-

grep("AFFYMETRIX_VALUE|Affymetrix:VALUE",h);#/AFFYMETRIX_VALUE/

i).size + line.scan(/Affymetrix:VALUE/i 

 p<-r[,d] 

 tt<-unname(p) 

 ll<-unname(y) 

 for (hf in 1:length(y)){ 
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 .set(co,keys=ll[hf],values=as.list(tt[hf,])) 

 } 

 #Reading Intragenic file 

 print("Reading Class4.csv") 

 rt<-read.csv("genetoentrez2.csv",header=TRUE)  

 ge<-rt$Symbol 

 va<-keys(k) 

 va<-unname(va) 

 ke<-values(k,keys=va) 

 ke<-unname(ke) 

 val<-c() 

 for (z in 1:length(ge)){ 

 da<-grep(ge[z],va,ignore.case=TRUE)  

        print(da)  

 val<-c(val,ke[da]) 

 } 

 print("Selecting Intragenic expression values") 

 dat<-data.frame(matrix(ncol=ncol(p),nrow=length(val))) 

 for (i in 1:length(val)){ 

 de<-c() 

 e<-c() 
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 de<-grep(val[i],y,ignore.case=TRUE) 

 e<-values(co,keys=y[de]) 

 dat[i,]<-c(as.list(e)) 

  } 

 print("Putting all the expression values") 

 dat1<-data.frame(matrix(ncol=ncol(p),nrow=nrow(p))) 

 for( ii in 1:nrow(p)){ 

 l<-c() 

 l<-values(co,keys=y[ii]) 

 dat1[ii,]<-c(as.list(l)) 

 } 

 print("Pearson correlation") 

 count<-0 

 for(ni in 1:nrow(dat)){ 

 count<-count+1 

 dat8<-data.frame(matrix(ncol=2,nrow=nrow(dat1))) 

 #lis<-list() 

 #lp<-list() 

 op7<-t(as.matrix(unname(dat[ni,]))) 

 for(ti in 1:nrow(dat1)){ 

 s7<-t(as.matrix(unname(dat1[ti,]))) 
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 prod0<-cor(s7,op7) 

 #lis<-c(lis,prod0) 

 char0<-paste(val[ni],"_",y[ti]) 

 #lp<-c(char0,prod0) 

 dat8[ti,]<-c(char0,prod0) 

 } 

 write.table(dat8,file=paste(outdir,"/mat_bckup_corr",ni,".txt.clean",sep=""),sep=" 

",append=F,col.names=c("probe_id","cor.value")) 

 } 

 #} 

 print("Distance correlation") 

 

 #ha<-hash() 

  

 for(ni in 1:nrow(dat)){ 

 dat4<-data.frame(matrix(ncol=2,nrow(dat1))) 

 #lis<-list() 

 #lp<-list() 

 op<-t(as.matrix(unname(dat[ni,]))) 

 for(ti in 1:nrow(dat1)){ 

 s<-t(as.matrix(unname(dat1[ti,]))) 
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 prod2<-dcor(s,op) 

 #lis<-c(lis,prod) 

 char2<-paste(val[ni],"_",y[ti]) 

 #lp<-c(char,prod) 

 dat4[ti,]<-c(char2,prod2) 

 } 

 write.table(dat4,file=paste(outdir,"/mat_bckup_distance",ni,".txt.clean",sep=""),se

p=" ",append=F,col.names=c("probe_id","cor.value")) 

 } 

 print("Distance covariance") 

 

 #ha<-hash() 

 for(ni in 1:nrow(dat)){ 

 dat5<-data.frame(matrix(ncol=2,nrow(dat1))) 

 #lis<-list() 

 #lp<-list() 

 op1<-t(as.matrix(unname(dat[ni,]))) 

 for(ti in 1:nrow(dat1)){ 

 s1<-t(as.matrix(unname(dat1[ti,]))) 

 prod1<-dcov(s1,op1) 

 #lis<-c(lis,prod1) 
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 char1<-paste(val[ni],"_",y[ti]) 

 #lp<-c(char1,prod1) 

 dat5[ti,]<-c(char1,prod1) 

 } 

 write.table(dat5,file=paste(outdir,"/mat_bckup_brownian",ni,".txt.clean",sep=""),s

ep=" ",append=F,col.names=c("probe_id","cor.value")) 

 } 

} 

2. Code for converting Probe ids to Gene Symbols ( Modified gProfiler code , Reference: 

http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/) 

#' Convert gene IDs. 

#'  

#' Interface to the g:Convert tool. Organism names are constructed by concatenating 

the first letter of  

#' the name and the family name. Example: human - 'hsapiens', mouse - 'mmusculus'. 

#' 

#' @param query list of gene IDs. 

#' @param organism organism name. 

#' @param target target namespace. 

#' @param region_query interpret query as chromosomal ranges.  

#' @param numeric_ns namespace to use for fully numeric IDs. 

#' @param df logical indicating whether the output will be a data.frame or list. 

http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/
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#' @return The output can be either list or data.frame. List has an entry for every input 

gene. Data frame is just a two column table with inputs and corrsponding outputs. The 

input names may be duplicated. 

#' @references  J. Reimand, M. Kull, H. Peterson, J. Hansen, J. Vilo: g:Profiler - a web-

based toolset for functional profiling of gene lists from large-scale experiments (2007) 

NAR 35 W193-W200 

#' @author  Juri Reimand <jyri.reimand@@ut.ee>, Raivo Kolde <rkolde@@gmail.com>, 

Tambet Arak <tambet.arak@@gmail.com> 

#' @examples 

#' gconvert(c("Klf4", "Pax5", "Sox2", "Nanog"), organism = "mmusculus") 

#'  

#' # Get all mouse Cell cycle genes  

#' gconvert(c("GO:0007049"), organism = "mmusculus") 

#' @export 

# Modified the out put to extract only Gene Id and Gene Symbol 

gconvert = function( 

 query, 

 organism = "dmelanogaster",#changed 

 target = "ENSG", 

 region_query = F, 

 numeric_ns = "",  

 df = T 

) { 
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 url = "http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/gconvert.cgi" 

 field = 5 # changed 

 

 if (target == "DESC") { 

  field = 6 

  target = "ENSG" 

 } 

 

 rcurl_opts = RCurl::curlOptions(useragent = "gProfileR") 

 raw_query <- RCurl::postForm(url, .opts = rcurl_opts, 

  organism=organism,  

  output='mini',  

  query=paste(query, collapse="+"),  

  target=target, 

  region_query = ifelse(region_query, "1", "0"), 

  prefix = numeric_ns 

 ) 

  

 split_query = unlist(strsplit(raw_query, split="\n")) 

  

 commented_lines = grep("^#", split_query) 

 if (length(commented_lines)>0) { 
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  split_query = split_query[-commented_lines] 

 } 

 empty_lines = which(split_query == "") 

 if (length(empty_lines)>0) { 

  split_query = split_query[-empty_lines] 

 } 

 

 split_query = t(as.data.frame(strsplit(split="\t", split_query))) 

 rownames(split_query) = c()  

 resulting_mapping = list() 

  

 if (nrow(split_query)) { 

  for (id in unique(toupper(query))) { 

   my_map = split_query[split_query[,2]==id,,drop=F][,field] 

   my_map = my_map[my_map != "N/A"] 

   resulting_mapping[[id]] = my_map 

  } 

 } 

  

 if(df){ 

  resulting_mapping <- plyr::ldply(resulting_mapping, function(x) 

data.frame(Target = x)) 

 } 
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 return(resulting_mapping) 

} 

3. Code for Sorting the output statistical data and providing each miRNA-Target pair with 

the corresponding  percentile Rank ( Done with the help of Dan Veltri) 

#!/usr/bin/env ruby 

# 

#Takes Results from R driver and sorts everything relative to Pearson, Brownian and 

Distance. 

 

require 'fileutils' 

 

 

$homedir = '' 

`mkdir #{$homedir + 'Results'}` 

`mkdir #{$homedir + 'Results/Brownian'}` 

`mkdir #{$homedir + 'Results/Distance'}` 

`mkdir #{$homedir + 'Results/Pearson'}` 

 

 

#MAIN PROGRAM 

 

#Read in files then cycle through collecting data... 
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files = Dir[$homedir + '**/*.txt.clean'] 

#count, flength = 0, files.length #for user stats 

puts "Preparing to process #{files.length} files..." 

tg = Array.new 

 

while(files.length > 0) 

 

  

 if(files.length > 0) 

  n = files.count{|x| files[-1] =~ /(.*)(-processed-data-

)(.*)(\/mat_bckup_)(\w+?)(\d+)(\.txt\.clean)/; fn = "#{$1}#{$3}"; x =~ /(.*)(-processed-

data-)(.*)(\/mat_bckup_)(\w+?)(\d+)(\.txt\.clean)/; "#{$1}#{$3}" == fn} 

  n.times do tg << files.pop end 

  p1 = fork{exec "ruby Sort_Results.rb #{tg.join(" ")}"} 

  puts "Sending #{n} files to Worker1: #{p1}" 

  tg.clear 

 end 

  

 if(files.length > 0) 

  n = files.count{|x| files[-1] =~ /(.*)(-processed-data-

)(.*)(\/mat_bckup_)(\w+?)(\d+)(\.txt\.clean)/; fn = "#{$1}#{$3}"; x =~ /(.*)(-processed-

data-)(.*)(\/mat_bckup_)(\w+?)(\d+)(\.txt\.clean)/; "#{$1}#{$3}" == fn} 

  n.times do tg << files.pop end 
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  p2 = fork{exec "ruby Sort_Results.rb #{tg.join(" ")}"} 

  puts "Sending #{n} files to Worker2: #{p2}" 

  tg.clear 

 end 

 

 if(files.length > 0) 

  n = files.count{|x| files[-1] =~ /(.*)(-processed-data-

)(.*)(\/mat_bckup_)(\w+?)(\d+)(\.txt\.clean)/; fn = "#{$1}#{$3}"; x =~ /(.*)(-processed-

data-)(.*)(\/mat_bckup_)(\w+?)(\d+)(\.txt\.clean)/; "#{$1}#{$3}" == fn} 

  n.times do tg << files.pop end 

  p3 = fork{exec "ruby Sort_Results.rb #{tg.join(" ")}"} 

  puts "Sending #{n} files to Worker3: #{p3}" 

  tg.clear 

 end 

  

 if(files.length > 0) 

  n = files.count{|x| files[-1] =~ /(.*)(-processed-data-

)(.*)(\/mat_bckup_)(\w+?)(\d+)(\.txt\.clean)/; fn = "#{$1}#{$3}"; x =~ /(.*)(-processed-

data-)(.*)(\/mat_bckup_)(\w+?)(\d+)(\.txt\.clean)/; "#{$1}#{$3}" == fn} 

  n.times do tg << files.pop end 

  p4 = fork{exec "ruby Sort_Results.rb #{tg.join(" ")}"} 

  puts "Sending #{n} files to Worker4: #{p4}" 

  tg.clear 
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 end 

  

 Process.waitall 

  

end 

 

#Combine all results into columns 

print "Making combined files..." 

`paste -d , #{$homedir + 'Results/Brownian/'}*.sorted > #{$homedir + 

'Results/Brownian/Brownian_Combined.csv'}` 

`paste -d , #{$homedir + 'Results/Distance/'}*.sorted > #{$homedir + 

'Results/Distance/Distance_Combined.csv'}` 

`paste -d , #{$homedir + 'Results/Pearson/'}*.sorted > #{$homedir + 

'Results/Pearson/Pearson_Combined.csv'}` 

 

print "Sorting complete.\n" 

#End of Program 

#!/usr/bin/env ruby 

# 

#Takes Results from R driver and sorts everything relative to Pearson, Brownian and 

Distance. 

 

require 'fileutils' 
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require 'enumerator' #provides minmax function 

 

 

homedir = '' 

#`mkdir #{homedir + 'Results/Brownian'}` 

#`mkdir #{homedir + 'Results/Distance'}` 

#`mkdir #{homedir + 'Results/Pearson'}` 

 

#Convert x to new max and min range 

def change_range(x, oldmax, oldmin, newmax=0.0, newmin=1.0) 

 return ( ( x - oldmin) / (oldmax - oldmin) ) * (newmax - newmin) 

end 

 

 

#Finds Percentiles, assumes data is sorted upon entry 

#Returns percentiles as sorted array 

# L/N(100) = P 

# L = number of scores beneath this score (score array index) 

# N = total number of scores 

# P = percentile 

def get_percentiles(data) 

 size = data.length 

 i = size - 1.0 
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 p = Array.new 

 data.each do 

  p << ( (i /size) * 100.0) 

  i -= 1 

 end 

 return p 

end 

 

 

def sort_file(f) 

 data = Array.new #data stored as hash array 

 fdata = File.readlines(f) 

 min, max = 999999.99, -999999.99 

 fdata.each do |line| 

  line.gsub!(/_AT\s_\s/,"_AT_") 

  if line =~ /(\d+)(_AT_)(\d+_\w+)(\"\s+?")([\d\.]+)/ 

   corr = $5.to_f 

   if corr < min then min = corr elsif corr > max then max = corr 

end 

   data << {:host=>$1, :probe =>$3, :value =>corr, :percentile => 

0.0} 

  end 

 end 
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 data.sort_by! {|entry| -entry[:value]} 

 percentiles = get_percentiles(data.collect{|x| x[:value]}) 

 for entry in 0 ... data.length do data[entry][:percentile] = percentiles[entry] end 

 return data 

end 

 

 

#Read in files then cycle through collecting data... 

files = ARGV#Dir[homedir + '**/*.txt.clean'] 

count, flength = 0, files.length #for user stats 

puts "Preparing to process #{files.length} files..." 

files.each do |f| 

 #Strip Name Info 

 

 if f=~ /(.*)(-processed-data-)(.*)(\/mat_bckup_)(\w+?)(\d+)(\.txt\.clean)/ 

  fname = $1 + '_' + $3 #+ '_t' + $6 

   #Sort file type 

  case $5 

  when 'corr' 

   destination = homedir + 'Results/Pearson/' 

  when 'brownian' 

   destination = homedir + 'Results/Brownian/' 

  when 'distance' 
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   destination = homedir + 'Results/Distance/' 

  else 

  end 

 else  

  puts "ERROR: Invalid File Encountered > " + f 

 end 

 d = sort_file(f) 

 hosts = Array.new 

 d.each {|h| hosts << h[:host]} 

 hosts.uniq! 

 hosts.each do |host| 

  #yield "ERROR: Target #{t} FILE EXISITS!" if File.exists?(destination + 

fname + '_t' + t +'.sorted') 

  fo = File.open(destination + fname + '_t' + host +'.sorted', "a") 

  fo.write("Host, ProbeTarget, CorrelationScore, Percentile, 

ExperimentName\n") 

  hlist = d.find_all{|x| x[:host] = host} 

  hlist.each {|entry| fo.write("#{host}, #{entry[:probe]}, #{entry[:value]}, 

#{entry[:percentile]}, #{fname}\n")} 

  fo.close 

 end 

 count += 1 

 #puts "Finished reading #{fname}. (#{count}/#{flength})" 
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end 

 

puts "Finished #{count} files." 

#End of Program 

4. Getting the pairs of miRNA and mRNA (Done with the help of Dan Veltri) 

#!usr/bin/env ruby 

#Last Updated: 8.16.2012 

# 

#Find host target pairs, user enters desired 

#host# and list of targets. Prints a CSV file. 

#Assumes files end in .sorted. And are split 

#into separate Pearson, Distance and Brownian folders. 

# 

#Output file has the following header: 

# 

#Host-Target-Pair, Statistic, Experiment1, ..., ExperimentN 

# 

#===================== 

require 'fileutils' 

 

 

#===================== 

#User-defined Options 
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$homedir = ''#Adjust where files are located from this script 

$null_entry = '0' #for entries that are not found for a certain stat, what do we put there? 

e.g. 0 or NA etc. 

 

host = '145471'#desired host 

target_list = ['143283_at','151094_at','143271_at','153899_at']#List the targets you 

want 

file_output_name = 'HOST_' + host + '.csv'#If you want to change the output name 

 

 

#=========================== 

#Begin Function Definitions 

  

#read_sortedfile 

#reads in a target_list as array, checks for matches in file and returns target matches 

and percentiles as hash 

#On ENTRY: target_list is array of targets being searched for, file is the file to search 

#On EXIT: hash array is returned with target=>percentile pairs found in file. If not found 

'0' is returned 

def read_sorted_file(targets, file, results_hasharray) 

 file =~ /(.*)(\/)(.*)(\.sorted)/# $1 => stat test, $3 => experiment 

 stat = $1 
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 experiment = $3 

  

 #Fill with default template 

 targets.each {|t| results_hasharray << {:target => t, :value => $null_entry, :test 

=> stat, :experiment => experiment} } 

  

 data = File.readlines(file) 

 data.each do |line| 

  line =~ /(^\d+,)(\d+_at)(\,[\d\.]+\,)([0-9\.]+)(,E.*)/  

  # $1 => HOST, $2 => TARGET, $3 => CORR, $4 => PERCENTILE, $5 => 

EXPERIMENT 

  if targets.include?($2) #add value if we find a match 

   results_hasharray.each {|x| if (x[:target] == $2 && 

x[:experiment] == experiment && x[:test] == stat) then x[:value] = $4 end}  

  end 

 end   

 

 return  results_hasharray 

end 

 

#find_host_filelist 

#reads files in a given directory, returns array of files containing host in name  

#On ENTRY: host is the desired host, file_dir is the string with location of files to search 
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#On EXIT: host_list is an array containing found file locations as strings 

def find_host_filelist(host, file_dir) 

 host_list = Array.new 

 files = Dir[file_dir] 

 match_host_regx = Regexp.new(".*\/E-GEOD.*_t#{host}.sorted") 

 files.each{|f| host_list << f if f =~ match_host_regx} 

 return host_list 

end 

 

#process_target_list 

#takes target_list_array and file and returns string of 

#HOST-TARGET, PERCENTILE_1, PERCENTILE_2 ... PERCENTILE_N 

def process_target_list(target_list_array, filelist) 

 results_hasharray = Array.new 

 #Get percentiles for each target in file 

 filelist.each{|file| results_hasharray = read_sorted_file(target_list_array, file, 

results_hasharray)} 

 return results_hasharray 

end 

 

#================= 

#MAIN 
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#Get files 

filelist = find_host_filelist(host, $homedir + '*/*.sorted') 

 

#Full out answers from target_list 

answer_list_hasharray = (process_target_list(target_list, filelist)).sort_by { |x| 

x[:experiment] } 

uniqexplist = answer_list_hasharray.collect {|x| x[:experiment]} 

uniqexplist.uniq!.sort! 

 

#Form Header 

file_output = File.open(file_output_name, "w") 

header = 'HOST_TARGET,STATISTIC,PERCENTILE,EXPERIMENT' 

#uniqexplist.each{|exp|header += ",#{exp}"} 

file_output.write("#{header}\n") 

 

#Cycle through results printing line-by-line for each H-T,Stat,Exps 

target_list.each do |targ| 

 ["Brownian","Distance","Pearson"].each do |stat| 

   

  uniqexplist.each do |exp| 

   result = answer_list_hasharray.find_all{|x| x[:target] == targ && 

x[:test] == stat && x[:experiment] == exp} 
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   file_output.write("#{host}-

#{targ},#{stat},#{result.pop[:value]},#{exp}\n")#there should be only one result 

  end 

 end 

end 

file_output.close 

 

#End Program 

5. Getting the Graphs  

library(ggplot2) 

 

all_data = read.csv("C:/Thesis/HOST_144476_4.csv",header=T) 

 

 

#Call this function to save graphs for all targets, choose file extention else PNG. 

save_all_graphs = function(file_type=".png"){ 

  

 host_target_list = unique(all_data$HOST_TARGET);#get list of targets... 

 dir<-"C:/Thesis/" 

 #Cycle through each Host-Target pair... 

 for(t in 1:length(host_target_list)){ 

  print(paste("Saving target: ",host_target_list[t],sep="")) 
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  targ_data = subset(all_data, HOST_TARGET == 

host_target_list[t]);#subset just the target for this graph 

 

  #save plot with desired params... 

  gp = ggplot(targ_data,aes(x=EXPERIMENT,y=PERCENTILE,fill=STATISTIC)) 

  gp = gp + geom_bar(position="dodge",stat="identity") 

  gp = gp + opts(title=paste("Results for ",host_target_list[t],sep="")) 

  gp = gp + xlab("Experiment") + opts(axis.text.x=theme_text(angle=-90)) 

  gp = gp + ylab("Ranking Percentile") + opts(axis.title.y = 

theme_text(hjust=0.7,vjust=0.3,angle=90)) 

  ggsave(paste(dir,host_target_list[t],"_Graph",file_type,sep=""));#save 

image 

 } 

} 

 

#Call this function to print one specific host-target graph 

graph_target = function(target){ 

 targ_data = subset(all_data, HOST_TARGET == target)#subset just the target we 

want 

  

 gtarg = ggplot(targ_data,aes(x=EXPERIMENT,y=PERCENTILE,fill=STATISTIC)) 

 gtarg = gtarg + geom_bar(position="dodge",stat="identity") 

 gtarg = gtarg + opts(title=paste("Results for ",target,sep="")) 
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 gtarg = gtarg + xlab("Experiment") + opts(axis.text.x=theme_text(angle=-90)) 

 gtarg = gtarg + ylab("Ranking Percentile") + opts(axis.title.y = 

theme_text(hjust=0.7,vjust=0.3,angle=90)) 

 return(gtarg) 

} 
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